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1. Brief summary of the dissertation 

In her dissertation, Mgr. Dagmar Petiskova traces the literary traditions of a particularly 
intriguing medieval text, discusses the origins of the Ukrainian Lucidarius and emphasizes its 
significance for Czech-Ukrainian as weil as general European literary and cultural relations. 

II. Briefoverall evaluation of the dissertation 

Ms. Petiskova 's work builds on "classical" studies that were primarily published in the first 
decades of the 20th century, but have not been continued afterwards. Her dissertation sheds 
new light on a number of important details and deserves full attention . First and foremost, 
Ms. Petiskova clarifies crucial questions regarding the origins of the Ukrainian (Ruthenian) 
Lucidarius and its relations to the Czech Lucidarius. As far as the study of the language of this 
text is concerned, Ms. Petiskova strongly focuses on geographical terms, although it appears 
to me that the question of possible Czech traces in the Ukrainian (Ruthenian) language of 
the translation would have deserved more attention, despite the fact that the dissertation 
focuses on literary traditions. Earlier studies of the language of the Ukrainian/Ruthenian 
Lucidarius are somewhat outdated (see pp. 20 and 123-124 of the dissertation), and not all 
of them were provided by professional linguists. 
The overview of the Germ an Lucidarius traditions could have been presented in a more 
concise form, since it basically sums up other scholars' studies. This would have given Ms. 
Petiskova the opportunity to present even more own new insights. 
Nonetheless, this study undoubtedly deserves tobe recognized as a dissertation. 

III. Detailed evaluation of the dissertation and its individual aspects 

The structure of the dissertation and its arguments are generally well-founded and clear. In 
particular, Ms. Petiskova demonstrates her talent for the meticulous study of textual 

relations. She invested a lot of time and energy to clarify these questions, as documented, 
inter alia, by the letters she sent to various libraries and academic institutions. 1 have no 
serious objections to Ms. Petiskova' s line of reasoning: The issues that are raised are 
discussed on a satisfying scholarly level. 



What I miss is a somewhat more thorough approach to the linguistic aspects of the 
Lucidarius: While the geographical terms are thoroughly compared as for their variation in 
different manuscripts and against the background of the Czech and other Lucidarius 
versions, some comments on the peculiarities of the Ukrainian place names wou ld have 
been helpful. Generally, 1 contend, as stated above, that the linguistic aspects of this 
translation would have generally deserved greater attention. 
Finally, 1 contend that part 1.3 on "Lucidarius in the Age of Digitization" should be either 
deleted or expanded, if the dissertation should be published; the discussion of this topic on 
merely four pages looks a bit like a rather unconvincing attempt to make a rather 
conventional study (in the positive understanding of the word) look "more modern," but t his 
is not necessary at all. 
Overall, 1 have no objections to the formal aspects of the dissertation; as far as 1 (as a non
native speaker) can assess it, the language of the dissertation is grammatically correct and 
clear. The dissertation is visually well-presented and graphically well -formatted. 
With regard t o the use of sources and/or material, Ms. Petiskova's work can be 
characterized as exemplary. 
As far as the question of Ms. Petiskova's personal contribution to the subject is concerned, 1 
contend that the dissertation is on a quite solid level. A more thorough analysis of the 
linguistic aspect s of t he Lucidarius would have certainly opened the opportunity t o 
contribute even more new insights. 
Here is a minor objection re p. 15: "U zbyvajfcfch dvou rukopisü nenf mfsto nalezu ani 
sepsanf znamo, avsak podle pomerne casteho vyskytu belorusismü se da predpokladat, ze 
vzn ikly v severozapadn f ukrajinske jazykove oblasti ." - This requ ires some further 
arguments. lf we are really dealing with Belarusian elements, then this does not point to the 
northeastern part of the Ukrainian language territory, but rat her to t he Belarusian one. 

IV. Questions for the author 

1. Could you please expla in why you focused so much on the geographical terms of 
Lucidarius? 

2. Have you come upon any linguistic peculiarities in the Ruthenian/Ukrainian text that 
point to the Czech original of the translation? 

3. Are you planning to publish your dissertation? What changes would you like to 
make? 

4. Please explain what you wanted to say on p. 15: "U zbyvajfcfch dvou rukopisü nenf 
mfsto nalezu ani sepsanf znamo, avsak podle pomerne casteho vyskytu belorusismü 
Se da predpokladat, ze Vznikly V severozapadnf ukrajinske jazykove oblasti." 

V. Conclusion 

1 recommend the submitted dissertation with the tentative grade of pass. 
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